FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Tempaper to Showcase New Products at the Architectural Digest Design Show 2019
Tempaper Debuts Three Major Collections this Spring
NEW YORK | NEW YORK - March 2019 - Tempaper, the leading removable wallpaper brand is
highlighting three robust collections at the Architectural Digest AD Design Show this year, from March
21-24 at New York City’s Pier 94, booth 714. This year is the first that Tempaper will exhibit at the show,
and the team looks forward to connecting with the design community and directly with their consumer
following.
Tempaper will present an abstract mural collection, a Spring season collection, and a collection of
tile-inspired wallpapers. “I am thrilled to bring a diverse range of designs into the spotlight at the AD
Design Show this year,” said Tempaper Creative Director and Co-Founder Jennifer Matthews. “Our new
collections will continue to expand the ways in which designers and design enthusiasts alike can use
Tempaper to transform their spaces, no matter the aesthetic needed.”
The following collections will be revealed at the Architectural Digest Design Show:
Spring 2019 Collection: Designed to celebrate a joyful aesthetic, the Spring 2019 Tempaper
Collection was inspired by Eastern travels and is dedicated to creating cheerful spaces through
the use of jewels tones, airy watercolor repeats, and simple textures.
Zoe Bios for Tempaper Collection: For this collection, Tempaper has teamed up with Zoe Bios
Creative, an LA-based art collective founded by Minh Nguyen and Caitlin Dinkins, on a series of
removable wall murals inspired by hand-painted artwork from the likes of Julian Shnabel, Helen
Frankenthaler, Joan Mitchell, Robert Motherwell, and Jean-Michel Basquiat. Caitlin Dinkins,
cofounder of Zoe Bios Creative says, “We feel like there is space for art to be part of one’s space
today - not just placed within it, but actually integrated into the design. With Tempaper, this
concept allows for some freedom and playfulness because of its ease of installation and
replacement.”
Tile Collection: With a focus on artisanship and craftsmanship, the industry is seeing a
reemergence of patterned tile. Tempaper’s new Tile Collection brings a commitment-free design
solution for those looking to update their space with a tile detail, without the difficulty of installing
traditional tile.
All of Tempaper’s designs, including those being showcased at the AD Design Show this year, are
self-adhesive, repositionable, removable, and fire-rated ATSM Class A. The wallpaper is 100% made in
the U.S.A. and is also lead-free, phthalate-free, and VOC-free. To learn more about Tempaper’s lineup
please visit www.tempaperdesigns.com.

About Tempaper:
Founded in 2008, Tempaper is the leading manufacturer of self-adhesive, removable wallpaper that is
free of lead, phthalates, and VOCs. The first of its kind, Tempaper’s self-adhesive wall coverings are a fit
for all spaces and tastes, pairing state-of-the-art production methods and materials. Born in the U.S.A.,
but known across the globe, Tempaper has secured a reputation for crafting sophisticated and
trendsetting collections that are enhanced by their innovative, user-friendly products. To learn more about
Tempaper, please follow them on Instagram at @tempaper_designs, Facebook at @tempaper, and
Twitter @tempaper.
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